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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate metal artifact reduction effect of orthopedics metal artifact reduction (O-Mar) algorithm in
computer tomography (CT) image of patients who have undergone total hip arthroplasty (THA) or total knee arthroplasty (TKA).
35 cases of patients who underwent TKA or THA have been recruited in this study. CT image of hip or knee joint was obtained with

Philips 256-row CT scanner. Tube voltages of 120 and 140kilovolt peak (KVP) were set. Afterwards, CT image was reconstructed by
O-Mar algorithm to reduce metal artifact. Grade of image quality and severity of metal artifact would be taken into qualitative
evaluation. While, quantitative evaluation mainly included measurement of metal artifact volume and 2D measurement of average CT
value in region of interest (ROI). The visibility of interface between bone–prostheses was also estimated.
Result of qualitative analysis indicated that score of CT quality was improved and grade of metal artifact was decreased significantly

with O-Mar. Quantitative analysis illustrated that volume of beam-hardening (B-H) metal artifact decreased remarkably after
reconstruction of O-Mar (P< .001). In addition, O-Mar algorithm reduced 83.3% to 83.7% volume of photon-starvation (P-S) metal
artifact. As for result of 2D measurement, CT value in ROI was closer to standard value in O-Mar group CT image (P< .001).
Meanwhile, error of CT value also decreased significantly after reconstruction of O-Mar algorithm. Visibility rate of bone–prosthesis
interface improved from 34.3% (Non-O-Mar) to 66.7% (O-Mar).
O-Mar algorithm could significantly reduce metal artifact in CT image of THA and TKA in both 2D and three-dimensional (3D) level.

Therefore, better image quality and visibility of bone–prostheses interface could be presented. In this study, O-Mar was proved as an
efficient metal artifact reduction method in CT image of THA and TKA.

Abbreviations: 3D = three-dimensional, B-H = beam-hardening, CT = computer tomography, DICOM = Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine, FOV= field of view, HU=Hounsfield unit, ICC= intraclass correlation coefficients, KVP= kilovolt peak,
Mimics =materialise interactive medical image control system, MoM =metal-on-metal, MRI =magnetic resonance imaging, O-Mar
= orthopedics metal artifact reduction, PI= projection interpolation, P-S= photon-starvation, ROI= region of interest, SD= standard
deviation, SNR = signal–noise ratio, THA = total hip arthroplasty, TKA = total knee arthroplasty, T-MAR = tomosynthesis with metal
artifact reduction.
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1. Introduction
In worldwide, the amount of arthroplasty surgery has exceeded 1
million per year, among which total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and
totalhiparthroplasty(THA)occupiedamajorpercentage.[1]Though
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surgical technology of arthroplasty was relatively mature, various,
and intricate complications always occurred after operation.
Radiography was a common method to detect postoperative

complications of arthroplasty. It has high-density resolution in 2D
niversity. This study was conducted in accordance with the principles outlined in
ded in this study.
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Table 1

Qualitative evaluation criterion of metal artifacts.

Grade Criterion Score

G1 Absence of metal artifacts 1
G2 Few metal artifacts which approximately have no interference

to the evaluation of adjacent structures
2

G3 More numerous metal artifacts mildly interfere the evaluation
of adjacent structures.

3

G4 Numerous metal artifacts moderately interfere the evaluation
of adjacent structures

4

G5 Significant metal artifacts and severely interfere the evaluation
of adjacent structures

5
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level and could avoid the interference of metal artifact. But main
limitation of radiography was overlap of structures and low spatial
resolution.[1–3] Inorder tomakeaccuratediagnosisof complications,
computer tomography (CT) examination became essential. Accord-
ing to report of Tang et al, diagnostic accuracy of stability of femoral
stem and acetabular cup were merely 44.6% and 67.3% of X-ray,
meanwhile they were 39.6% and 74.6% of CT image. Compared
with X-ray, CT image has no significant improvement of diagnostic
accuracy,whichmainlyduetothe interferenceofCTmetalartifact.[1]

The main cause of metal artifact was huge difference of density
between metal implant and skeletal muscle tissue.[2–4] The main
classification of metal artifact included bright streak artifact caused
by beam-hardening, dark band artifact caused by photon-starvation
as well as scatter artifact.[2–7] Metal artifact could shelter bone–
implant interface, periprosthetic fracture lines, and surrounding
tissue, hence resulting in misdiagnosis.[7,8] Consideration of the
damage of CT metal artifact, various methods had been used to
diminish metal artifact, including application of higher tube voltage
and tube current, narrower field of view (FOV) and collimation,
thinner scan section.[8] In addition to alteration of scan parameters,
metal artifact reduction algorithms were also developed to reduce
metal artifact.[9–11]

Orthopedics Metal Artifact Reduction (O-Mar) algorithm was a
novel and promising technique which was particularly designed for
Philips 256-rows spiral CT scanner. The basic principle of O-Mar
was an iterative loop which could segment and extract pixels of
metal artifact step by step and eventually reconstruct more accurate
image. Since O-Mar emerged in 2012, it’s remarkable metal artifact
reduction effect was generally reported, especially it’s application in
large-size orthopedic implants, such as joint prostheses, osteosyn-
thesis plates, and spinal pedicle screws.[9,12] There were several
inherent advantages of O-Mar. First, no excess radiation dose was
brought by O-Mar algorithm.[9] Second, CT image could be
reconstructedwithO-Mar, even if CT scanwas finished. As for scan
parameters, according to previous studies, enhancement of tube
voltage could heighten effect of metal artifact reduction of O-Mar
technique.[13,14] In order to confirm this view, tube voltages of 120
and 140kilovolt peak (KVP) were selected in this study.
Currently massive studies have focused on metal artifact

reduction effect of O-Mar in 2D level which mainly including
improvement of image quality and correction effect of CT value
error.[11,15–17] But to our knowledge, no previous studies have
focused on metal artifact reduction effect of O-Mar in three-
dimensional (3D) level via measurement of the volume of metal
artifact. The objective of this study was to investigate metal
artifact reduction effect of O-Mar in both reduction of metal
artifact in 3D level as well as correction effect of CT value error.

2. Materials and methods

Ethics approval was obtained from Medical Research Ethics
Committee of the Second Hospital of Jilin University before
execution. This study was conducted in accordance with the
principles of Helsinki declaration. Inform consent was obtained
from each patient who had been recruited in our study. All
information of participants was kept secret.

2.1. Patients’ data

From November 2016 to March 2018, 35 cases of patients aged
from 38 to 78 (average age: 61.5±10.9) who had undergone
THA or TKAwere recruited in our study. The number of patients
who have undergone THA was 20 (unilateral: 14, bilateral: 6)
2

and TKA was 15 (unilateral: 12, bilateral: 3). There were 26 hip
prostheses and 18 knee prostheses for metal artifact evaluation.
The exclusive criterion of this study was as follows:
(1)
 Patients with severe hyperthyreosis.

(2)
 Female patients who were within the whole pregnant period.

In addition to inclusive criterion of recruited patients, there
were also selection criteria for materials of joint prostheses. The
materials of femur and acetabulum prostheses were Ti6Al4V
alloy in THA.While, they were Co–Cr–Mo and Ti6Al4V alloy of
femur and tibia prostheses in TKA.

2.2. CT image acquisition

CT image was obtained with single-energy 256-rows CT scanner
(Philips Healthcare, Japan). The scan parameters were as follows.
Tube voltage: 120 and 140KVP. Tube current: 232mA. Tube
current time: 301mAs. Rotation time: 0.75seconds. Layer
thickness: 0.9mm. Increment: 0.45mm. FOV: 40.0cm. CTDIvol:
20.8mGy (120KVP) and30.8mGy (140KVP).DLP: 705.3mGy∗
cm (120KVP) and 1402.2mGy∗cm (140KVP). Matrix: 512�
512. Window setting level: 500Hounsfield unit (HU). Width:
1500HU. There were 4 subgroups of CT image in each CT scan
consequence: 120KVP/Non-O-Mar, 120KVP/O-Mar, 140KVP/
Non-O-Mar, 140KVP/O-Mar. Eventually, CTdatawaspreserved
as Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
format and imported into Materialise Interactive Medical Image
Control System (Version 19.0, IBM Corp, Somers, NY).

2.3. Qualitative analysis

One senior musculoskeletal radiologist who had 7 years’
radiology experience and 1 junior radiologist who had 2 years’
experience evaluated image quality and grade of metal artifacts
independently. The evaluation criterion was shown in Tables 1
and 2.While grading CT image, radiologists were kept blinded to
message of patients as well as parameters of CT scan. Afterwards
average scores of image quality and severity of metal artifact were
calculated to compare between O-Mar and Non-O-Mar image.
Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were used to represent
interobservers’ agreement between senior and junior radiologists.

2.4. Quantitative analysis
2.4.1. 3D measurement of beam-hardening metal artifact.
Each subgroup of CT image was imported into materialise
interactive medical image control system (Mimics) Software
individually (Fig. 1). 3D reconstruction was performed with
defaultedwindowof bone tissue (from225 to 2300HU) inMimics
Software. Beam-hardening (B-H) metal artifact and bone tissue
were selected simultaneously in acquired 3D-model (Fig. 2).



Figure 1. Brief flow chart of measurement procedure. (A) Original CT image, (B) 3D measurement of B-H metal artifact, (C) 3D measurement of P-S metal artifact,
(D) 2D measurement of average CT value in ROI, and (E) measurement of standard CT value of muscle in non-metal layer.

Figure 2. 3D reconstruction of CT image and measurement of beam-hardening metal artifact. 3D reconstruction image of a 56-year-old male with bilateral hip
prostheses in 2 years’ follow-up (A) and (B); 3D reconstruction image of a female with bilateral knee prostheses in 1-wk postoperative examination (C) and (D). (A and
C) Non-O-Mar image; (B and D) O-Mar image. The redundant section of 3D-model was B-H metal artifact.
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Figure 3. 3D reconstruction image of photon-starvation metal artifact and
joint prostheses. Non-O-Mar image (A) and O-Mar image (B) of a 68-year-
old female who had undergone unilateral total hip arthroplasty. Non-O-Mar
image (C) and O-Mar image (D) of a 56-year-old female who had
undergone unilateral total knee arthroplasty. After reconstruction of O-Mar,
the volume of P-S metal artifact (Red substance) has decreased
remarkably.

Figure 4. Procedure of 2D measurement of average CT value ROI. Red rectangle w
focused on P-S metal artifact. (A) Non-O-Mar image and (B) O-Mar image.

Zhang et al. Medicine (2020) 99:11 Medicine
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Afterwards volume of 3D-model was measured and compared
between each subgroup of CT image.

2.4.2. 3D measurement of photon-starvation metal artifact.
Photon-starvation (P-S) metal artifact was reconstructed with CT
value default from �1024 to �500HU. CT value of P-S artifact
was approximate with the value of atmosphere (�1000HU).
Therefore, during 3D reconstruction, in order to avoid associa-
tion with atmosphere, threshold scope (�1024 to �500HU) was
selected, which could comprise majority of P-S metal artifact,
meanwhile avoiding P-S artifact interacting with atmosphere.
The volume of P-S metal artifact was measured and compared
between O-Mar and Non-O-Mar group CT image (Fig. 3).

2.4.3. 2D measurement of average CT value in region of
interest. Two rectangular region of interest (ROI) were chosen
retrospectively with identical square in each subgroup of CT
image. ROIa and ROIb were both selected in location of muscle
tissue surrounding prostheses (Fig. 4). ROIa focused on B-H
metal artifact (Bright metal artifact). ROIb was focused on P-S
metal artifact (Dark metal artifact). The average CT value in ROI
was recorded to compare with standard CT value of muscle
which was measured in a non-metal layer (Fig. 1). Absolute value
of difference between average CT value in ROI and standard CT
value of muscle was expressed as jCT value-Standardj, which
represented error of CT value in ROI.

2.4.4. Visibility of bone–prostheses interface. The visibility of
bone–prostheses interface was evaluated by a senior radiologist
who has 7 years’ of experience in musculoskeletal radiography.
Visible degree of bone–prostheses interface was compared
between 120/Non-O-Mar and 120/O-Mar subgroup CT image.
The result was described as visible or invisible. In image of THA,
the visibility of bone–prostheses interface was viewed in axial and
coronal view. Because metal artifact was mainly centralized at
femoral side in THA, the interface of femoral stem–femoral
medullary cavity was chosen to assess visibility. In image of TKA,
visibility of interface was evaluated in sagittal view (Fig. 5).
Interface of femoral prostheses–femur resected surface was
selected for evaluation because P-S metal artifact was more severe
at femoral side in TKA.
as ROIa which focused on B-H metal artifact. Yellow rectangle was ROIb which



Figure 5. Visibility of interface between bone–prostheses of Non-O-Mar and O-Mar CT image. Coronal view CT image of a 75-year-old male who had undergone
unilateral THA 1yr ago (A and B). Coronal view CT image of a 56-year-old male who had undergone unilateral THA 3yr ago (C and D). Sagittal view CT image of a 62-
year-old female who had undergone bilateral TKA 1wk ago (E and F). Coronal view CT image of a 73-year-old male who had undergone unilateral THA 8yr ago (G
and H). Non-O-Mar image (A, C, E, and G) and O-Mar image (B, D, F, and H).

Table 2
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3. Statistical analysis

All statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS Statistics for
Windows version 21.0 (Released 2012, IBM Corp, Armonk,
NY). All parameters were expressed as mean± standard devia-
tion (SD). Interobserver agreement of image quality and severity
of metal artifact was calculated using ICC. ICC value between
0.21 and 0.40 indicated fair agreement; 0.41 and 0.60 indicated
moderate agreement; 0.61 and 0.80 indicated good agreement;
and >0.81 indicated excellent agreement. 3D volume of metal
artifact andCT value in ROIwas compared betweenNon-O-Mar
and O-Mar group CT image using paired sample t-test to test
statistical significance (with a level of significance a= .05).
Qualitative evaluation criterion of image quality.

Grade Criterion Score

G1 Excellent image quality with high clinical diagnostic value 4
G2 Satisfactory image quality with relatively high clinical

diagnostic value
3

G3 Unsatisfactory image quality with relatively poor clinical
diagnostic value

2

G4 Severe damaged image quality with almost no
clinical diagnostic value

1

4. Result

4.1. Result of qualitative measurement

Result of qualitative measurement indicated that compared with
Non-O-Mar image, O-Mar image has lower score of metal
artifact and higher score of image quality. ICC values of
artifact severity between junior and senior radiologists were 0.92
(Non-O-Mar) and 0.94 (O-Mar). Meanwhile, they were 0.90
5

(Non-O-Mar) and 0.89 (O-Mar) of image quality (Table 3). All
ICC values ranged from 0.81 to 1.0, which illustrated excellent
agreement between junior and senior radiologists.
4.2. Result of quantitative measurement
4.2.1. 3D measurement result of metal artifact. In this study,
the result of 120/Non-O-Mar group was defined as 100%. As
was illustrated in Table 4, after reconstruction of O-Mar, mean
total volume of B-Hmetal artifact and bone tissue in 120 and 140

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 4

3D measurement result of metal artifact.

Reconstruction
methods Subgroups

B-H metal
artifact+bone (cm3)

P-S metal
artifact (cm3)

Non-O-Mar image 120 Non-O-Mar 614.6±261.0 49.1±33.1
Percentage (100%) (100%)
140 Non-O-Mar 573.0±247.6 44.2±29.2
Percentage (93.1%) (95.6%)

O-Mar image 120 O-Mar 447.3±225.0 9.1±9.3
Percentage (71.1%) (16.7%)
140 O-Mar 418.8±204.5 6.4±7.0
Percentage (67.0%) (11.9%)

B-H=beam-hardening, P-S=photon-starvation.

Table 3

Qualitative score of metal artifact and image quality.

Groups Index Senior Junior ICC

Non-O-Mar Severity of metal artifacts 3.66±1.47 3.57±1.32 0.92
Image quality 2.29±1.03 2.51±1.13 0.90

O-Mar Severity of metal artifacts 2.57±1.25 2.60±1.40 0.94
Image quality 3.23±0.93 2.97±0.97 0.89

ICC= intraclass correlation coefficient.
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KVP group decreased from 614.6cm3 and 573.0cm3 to 447.3
cm3 and 418.8cm3, both with significant difference (P< .05)
(Table 4 and Fig. 6). Meanwhile, mean volume of P-S metal
artifact decreased from 49.1cm3 to 9.1cm3 in 120KVP group,
and from 44.15cm3 to 6.44cm3 in 140KVP group (P< .01). On
the basis of results of metal artifact volume, it could be concluded
that O-Mar algorithm could effectively reduce both B-H and P-S
metal artifact in 3D level.

4.2.2. 2D measurement result of CT value. jCT value-
Standardj could represent the accuracy of CT value and was
defined as error of CT value. As was shown in Table 5, after
reconstruction of O-Mar, jCT value-Standardj of ROIa decreased
from 451.5 and 405.5HU to 133.1 and 123.0HU in 120 and 140
KVP group (P< .001) (Table 6). While, jCT value-Standardj of
ROIb also decreased from 639.9 and 613.4HU to 254.8 and
217.8HU in 120 and 140KVP group (P< .001). In contrast to
Non-O-Mar image, average CT value in ROI was more
approximate with standard CT value of muscle in O-Mar image.
Figure 6. Volume of metal artifact and error of CT value in ROI. B-H=beam-hard
metal artifact reduction, ROI= region of interest, s=photon-starvation.

6

Reduction of CT value error proved the image correction effect of
O-Mar algorithm in 2D level.

4.2.3. Visibility of the interface between bone–prosthesis. In
evaluation of visibility of bone–prosthesis interface, it could be
concluded that O-Mar could eliminate metal artifact effectively
thereby providing more clear visibility of bone–prosthesis
interface. In THA, visible rate of interface between femoral
stem–femoral medullary cavity improved from 40% (8/20) of
Non-O-Mar image to 85% (17/20) of O-Mar image.Meanwhile,
visible rate of interface between femoral prostheses-resected
femur enhanced from 26.7% (4/15) of Non-O-Mar image to
85.7% (13/15) of O-Mar image.
5. Discussion

It was revealed in this study that with application of O-Mar, the
volume of B-H and P-S metal artifact both decreased significantly
in CT image of patients who had undergone THA or TKA
(P< .001). Meanwhile the visible rate of bone–prostheses
interface had remarkable improvement, which might provide
higher diagnosis accuracy of postoperative complications. It
could also be concluded that O-Mar should be taken into routine
CT scan for patients who had undergone THA or TKA.
CTmetal artifact has severe interference of diagnosis accuracy in

postoperative complications after arthroplasty. It could shield the
interface between bone–prosthesis, periprosthetic fracture line,
and osteolysis spots on the surface of prosthesis.[2,7,12] For
instance, it was reported by Guo et al that owing to metal artifact,
diagnostic sensitivity of osteointegration spots on surface of
femoral stem was merely 36.4% of conventional CT image which
was even lower than 50.4% of X-ray.[16] The poor visibility of
osteointegration spotswill significantly reduce diagnostic accuracy
of prosthetic aseptic loosening. Tang et al have also focused on
diagnostic accuracy of fixation stability of cement less THA. They
found that accuracy of conventional CT was 39% and 74% in
femoral and acetabular side, respectively.[1] The low diagnostic
accuracy of conventional CT scan was attributed to metal artifact.
In their study, tomosynthesis with metal artifact reduction (T-
MAR) image has higher accuracy of 82%and 84% in femoral and
acetabular prostheses. All the above studies indicated the
importance of accurate image examination in postoperative
diagnosis of arthroplasty. Seeing that metal artifact brought
misdiagnosis to patients who had undergone THA and TKA, O-
Mar was applied to eliminate metal artifact in this study.
ening, CT=computer tomography, HU=Hounsfield unit, O-Mar=orthopedics



Table 5

2D measurement result of average CT value in ROI.

Reconstruction methods Subgroups Parameters ROIa ROIb

Non-O-Mar image 120 Non-O-Mar CT value (HU) 500.3±360.2 �591.0±241.2
jCT value-Standardj (HU) 451.5±361.4 639.9±240.3
Percentage 100% 100%

140 Non-O-Mar CT value (HU) 454.3±331.5 �567.6±251.6
jCT value-Standardj (HU) 405.5±332.7 613.4±251.03
Percentage 86.0% 95.4%

O-Mar image 120 O-Mar CT value (HU) 162.4±143.4 �205.9±136.0
jCT value-Standardj (HU) 133.1±126.2 254.8±136.0
Percentage 34.0% 40.4%

140 O-Mar CT value (HU) 154.4±140.7 �169.0±125.2
jCT value-Standardj (HU) 123.0±126.8 217.8±125.1
Percentage 31.2% 33.8%

CT= computer tomography, HU=Hounsfield unit, ROI= region of interest .
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It could be found in this study that O-Mar could remove 83.3%
to 83.7% volume of P-S metal artifact and reduce total volume of
B-H metal artifact and bone by 28.9%, both had significant
difference (P< .001). B-H metal artifact was caused by beam-
hardening phenomenon. In commercial-available CT scanner,
energy spectrum of X-ray was polychromatic. While X-ray
transmits material, X-ray with low energy was absorbed
preferentially than higher energy X-ray, which becomes more
easily penetrated.[2,4,18] That was the basic principle of beam-
hardeningphenomenon.Therefore,B-Hartifact always displays as
bright artifactwhichhas highCTvalue and longdiffusiondistance.
High CT value of B-H artifact also makes it difficult to separate
prostheses and B-H metal artifact in 3D level (Fig. 1). Photon-
starvationmetal artifactwasdark artifactwhich had lowCTvalue.
It was investigated as band artifact which laid surrounding
prostheses in this study (Fig. 3). Though volume of P-S artifact was
lower than B-H artifact, it was considered more harmful to image
quality.[17] Owing to short diffusion distance of P-S artifact, it was
more likely to shelter interface of bone–prostheses, which would
severely decrease diagnosis accuracy of prostheses loosening in
THA and TKA.[1,16,18] Tang et al proposed that visibility of bone–
implant interface was vital in evaluation of fixation stability of
femoral stem in cementless THA.[1] They also illustrated that
radiolucent line at bone–implant interface and osteointegration
spots on surface of femur prostheses (Spot welds) were of great
importance to diagnosis of prostheses loosening. These opinions
were proposed not only from clinical practice, but also from in
vitro metal artifact reduction studies. One cadaveric experiment
aboutmetal artifact reduction effect of projection interpolation (PI)
MAR technique in THA was carried out by Malan et al. They
concluded thatmore periprosthetic lesions could be investigated in
PI-MARCT image.[18] In this study, the visiblepercentageofbone–
prostheses interface has improved from 34.3% of Non-O-Mar
image to 66.7% of O-Mar image. Clear visibility of bone–
Table 6

P value between subgroups of CT image.

Subgroups
Volume of B-H metal

artifact+bone

120 Non-O-Mar vs 140 Non-O-Mar <.001
120 O-Mar vs 140 O-Mar <.001
120 Non-O-Mar vs 120 O-Mar <.001
140 Non-O-Mar vs 140 O-Mar <.001

B-H=beam-hardening, P-S=photon-starvation, ROI= region of interest.

7

prostheses interface would undoubtedly provide higher diagnostic
accuracy of prostheses aseptic loosening.
In 2D measurement, jCT value-Standardj was selected at

region of periprosthetic muscle to assess CT value correction
effect of O-Mar. With O-Mar, this parameter in ROIa and ROIb
decreased by 54.8 to 66.0% and 59.6 to 61.6%, respectively,
which indicated more precise CT value and better image quality
in 2D level (Table 2). Clear visibility of periprosthetic soft tissue
would enhance postoperative functional evaluation of vital
muscles such as hip abductors in THA and quadriceps femoris in
TKA.Han et al particularly depicted CT value correction effect of
Metal Artifact Reduction (Mar) Software in THA. They found
that average CT value in periprosthetic region such as pelvic wall,
bladder, and rectal shelf was more approximate with standard
value in Mar image.[14] Siddiqui et al reported the diagnostic
accuracy ofMARSmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for metal-
on-metal (MoM) THA. It was found in their study that metal the
visibility of soft tissue had great enhancement after reconstruc-
tion ofMARS. Therefore, more postoperative complications such
as pseudotumor and atrophy of muscle could be diagnosed.[19,20]

Similar conclusion could also be acquired in our research.
As for selection of tube voltage, application of higher tube

voltage (140KVP) could assist metal artifact reduction and CT
value correction effect of O-Mar. This conclusion was consistent
with previous studies. Massive pervious established studies have
concluded that within certain scope, application of higher tube
voltages could reinforce metal artifact effect of metal artifact
reduction software. Optimal range tube voltage was found to be
124 to 146KVP which was recommended by Mallinson et al.[13]

Philips 256-rows spiral CT machine was single-energy scanner
which has tube voltage range between 60 and 140KVP.According
toMallinson et al’s recommendation, tube voltage of 120 and 140
KVP was chosen in this research. But with the increase of tube
voltage from 120 to 140KVP, radiological dose also raised from
Volume of P-S
metal artifact

CT value
error in ROIa

CT value
error in ROIb

.02 .01 .03

.03 .10 <.001
<.001 <.001 <.001
<.001 <.001 <.001

http://www.md-journal.com
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20.8 to 30.8mGy. Excess 10mGy radiation dosewas also brought
by higher tube voltage. But application of higher tube voltage inO-
Mar image could strengthen metal artifact reduction effect. And
radiological dose of 30.8mGy was still within safety range.
The formidable metal artifact reduction capacity of O-Mar was

verified in our study. In comparison ofNon-O-Mar image, O-Mar
image has fewer metal artifact and better image quality. Though
there were various advantages of O-Mar, this technology still has
several inherent deficiencies. First, algorithm-related metal artifact
was generally reported both in O-Mar and other metal artifact
reduction algorithms. According to the study of Shim et al,
algorithm-related artifact was investigated during image recon-
struction procedure of O-Mar.[12] Algorithm-related artifact has
also been defined as an intrinsic shortcoming ofO-Mar in previous
studies. Jeong et al have focused on the metal artifact reduction
efficacy of O-Mar.[9] In their study, new artifact which was absent
before reconstruction of O-Mar has been observed. This
phenomenonwas hypothesized to be inaccuracies of pixel segment
andclassification.The seconddeficiencywas the poor intensity and
image contrast ratio of bone cortex. Shim et al used O-Mar in
reverse total shoulder arthroplasty in which O-Mar image was
foundhavingworse articulation of greater tuberosity, bone cortex,
and deltoidmuscle.[12] This phenomenonwas also observed in this
study. The articulation of bone cortex of acetabulum and femur as
well as soft tissuewas both attenuated inO-Mar image. In order to
avoid misdiagnosis, O-Mar corrected CT was strongly recom-
mended to be combined with Non-O-Mar image.
In addition to inherent shortcomings of O-Mar algorithm,

there were also several limitations of this study. First, the sample
size of this study was relatively small. Larger sample size should
be included in further study. Second, most patients had no
postoperative complications such as periprosthetic fracture,
aseptic loosening, and periprosthetic osteolysis, so the improve-
ment effect of O-Mar in detection rate of complications might be
difficult to analyze. Third, signal–noise ratio (SNR) which could
represent image quality was not gauged in this study. Finally,
though O-Mar related artifact was generally reported in previous
studies, it was not investigated in our study. Above-mentioned
deficiencies would be generally remedied in further study.
6. Conclusion

The use of O-Mar algorithm could significantly improve image
quality and reduce B-H and P-S metal artifact in both 3D and
2D level. In addition, better visibility of interface between
bone–prostheses could also be achieved in O-Mar image.
However, O-Mar tends to degrade depiction bone cortex and
contrast ratio of image. Therefore, O-Mar algorithm should be
taken into routine CT scan of THA and TKA as an
indispensable supplement.
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